Whole body muscle hypertrophy from resistance training: distribution and total mass
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Objective: To examine the absolute and relative changes in skeletal muscle (SM) size using whole body magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in response to heavy resistance training (RT).

Method: Three young men trained three days a week for 16 weeks.

Results: MRI measured total SM mass and fat free mass (FFM) had increased by 4.2 kg and 2.6 kg respectively after resistance training.

Conclusions: RT induces larger increases in SM mass than in FFM. RT induced muscle hypertrophy does not occur uniformly throughout each individual muscle or region of the body. Therefore the distribution of muscle hypertrophy and total SM mass are important for evaluating the effects of total body RT on muscle size.

Accurate measurements of skeletal muscle (SM) mass and distribution in humans are important for studies of SM hypertrophy response to heavy resistance training (RT). Currently, the most accurate in vivo methods of measuring SM mass are multiscan magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography.1,2 Despite its safety, most MRI studies have only evaluated regional—for example, arms, trunk, and legs—SM mass.1 We recently reported whole body MRI using a contiguous slice by slice (no interslice gap) method to evaluate total SM mass and its distribution.2 Using this approach, the distribution of RT induced whole body SM hypertrophy can be investigated.

To date, most studies3–4 have only evaluated limb muscle hypertrophy, and very few have reported RT induced muscle hypertrophy in the trunk region.5 More importantly, the distribution of the relative increases in RT induced muscle hypertrophy has not been reported. Thus the purpose of this pilot study was to examine the absolute and relative changes in SM size using contiguous whole body MRI scans in response to RT.

METHODS

Three healthy young men (age 20–21 years) volunteered for the study. All were physically active, but none had participated in RT before the start of the programme. All subjects signed informed consent documents. The department’s ethical commission approved the study.

RT was carried out three days a week for 16 weeks. Three lower body (squat, knee extension, and knee flexion) and two upper body (bench press and latissimus dorsi pull down) exercises were performed. Workouts consisted of a warm up set followed by three sets of failure for 8–12 repetitions for each of the five exercises. The loads were progressively increased to maintain this range of repetitions per set. One repetition maximum (1RM) strength was determined by progressively increasing the weight lifted until the subject failed to lift the weight through a full range of motion. Strength of the squat was assessed using the 3RM test.

Total body SM distribution and mass were measured using an MRI 1.5-T scanner (GE Signa, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) with spin echo sequence (TR, 1500 milliseconds; TE, 17 milliseconds).2 Contiguous transverse images with 1.0 cm slice thickness (no interslice gap) were obtained from the first cervical vertebra to the ankle joints for each subject. Four sets extended from the first cervical vertebra to the ankle joints during normal breathing. In each slice, the cross sectional area (CSA) was digitised, and the muscle volume was calculated by multiplying the CSA (cm²) by slice thickness (cm). SM volume units (litres) were converted into mass units (kg) by multiplying the volumes by the assumed constant density for SM (1.041 kg/l).6

Body density was measured by hydrostatic weighing with simultaneous measurement of residual lung volume by oxygen dilution. Body fat percentage was calculated from body density using the equation of Brozek et al.7 Fat free mass (FFM) was estimated as body mass minus fat mass.

RESULTS

Mean relative increases in upper body and lower body strength (1RM or 3RM) after RT were 30% and 16% respectively. Body fat decreased by 0.6% on average, and strength (1RM or 3RM) after RT were 30% and 16% respectively. Body fat decreased by 0.6% on average, and

Table 1 Body composition and strength before and after training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body mass (kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFM (kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total SM mass (kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP strength (kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>35.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Abbreviations: CSA, cross sectional area; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; RT, resistance training; SM, skeletal muscle; FFM, fat free mass
FFM increased by 2.6 kg after RT. The mean increase in total SM mass after RT was 4.2 kg (table 1).

The greatest absolute increases in muscle CSA were seen at the level of the shoulder, chest, upper thigh, and upper portion of the upper arm (fig 1A; subject A). Relative changes in muscle hypertrophy were greater at the level of the shoulder, chest, and upper portion of the upper arm (+25–40%) compared with the waist, hip, forearm, thigh, and lower leg (+10–20%) (fig 1B). The relative increase in muscle CSA of all three subjects was 26% at the shoulder (peak CSA level) and 18% and 9% at the mid-thigh and lower leg respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

It has been reported that FFM increases by about 2.0 kg after 10–16 weeks of total body RT. However, very little is known about the degree of SM increase after RT. The mean increase in SM in this study was 4.2 kg. Nelson and coworkers reported a 1.4 kg (24 hour urinary creatinine) and 1.6 kg (in vivo neutron activation) increase in total SM in postmenopausal women after 52 weeks of randomised controlled RT. Although the SM gain in our study was threefold higher than in other reports, the relative increases in limb muscle CSA were consistent with the literature (5–10% increase in lower body and 15–30% increase in upper body muscle CSA after 12–16 weeks of RT). Nelson et al, on the other hand, only reported a 6–8% increase in arm and thigh muscle CSA. The differences in RT induced SM gain between our data and other reports are probably due to differences in the training programmes—for example, training frequency.

The novel finding of this study was that the RT induced increase in total SM mass measured by MRI was larger than the increase in FFM. Another study showed decreases in non-SM lean tissue (as measured by in vivo neutron activation) and increases or decreases in total body water.
Resistance training induces larger increases in skeletal muscle mass than in fat free mass. Muscle hypertrophy does not occur uniformly throughout each individual muscle or region of the body.
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How valid is a self reported 12 month sports injury history?

B J Gabbe, C F Finch, K L Bennell, H Wajswelner


One of the most commonly reported risk factors for sports injury is the presence of a positive past injury history. However, often this is based on self reported data, relying on the participants’ correct memory of events. This reliance on memory can introduce recall bias, potentially leading to incorrect conclusions about the epidemiology of sports injuries sustained and the relation between past and future injury.

The potential for recall bias can be avoided altogether if self reported injury data are avoided. For example, information could be extracted from a participant’s medical record or from prior injury surveillance records. However, difficulties arise with respect to accessing medical record data for establishing an injury history. Sports participants can seek treatment from more than one type of health professional and in more than one location, increasing the difficulty of collecting the relevant information. In addition, continuing sports injury surveillance systems using prospective methods are relatively uncommon, particularly in Australia. Prospective studies are often time consuming and can be expensive to undertake given the length of data collection and the degree of monitoring involved.

Therefore, studies designed to evaluate the relationship between injury history and subsequent injury must often rely on self reported data. Minimisation of recall bias is a prerequisite when the collection of self reported data cannot be avoided. Providing...
a clear definition of injury can help to improve the memory of participants through the provision of specific prompts. For example, requesting information about injuries resulting in a designated number of missed training sessions or games is likely to result in better recall than simply asking about any pain experienced.11

Limiting the length of time over which participants are asked to recall injuries can also help to reduce the impact of recall bias.13 The longer the time frame, the less likely the injury history is to be accurate. Previous sports injury studies have tended to focus on a 12 month injury history,1 3 5 14 potentially to ensure that all injuries sustained during the previous season are included. However, the validity of a sports participant’s recall of injuries sustained over this time frame has not been well established.

Twellaar et al10 found that sports participants recalled 61% of their injuries accurately one year later, but the injury definition used was very broad and included “any episode the athlete reported”. Whether this injury definition was sufficient to stimulate accurate recall in athletes 12 months after injury is questionable. However, a 39% drop off in injury recall accuracy from two to 12 months has also been shown in a study of work related farming injuries requiring medical treatment.12

A study comparing retrospective and prospective injury data from a population of gymnasts found a higher incidence of injuries when data were collected prospectively.15 However, the comparison data were from two different time periods and therefore the accuracy of the retrospective data could not be established.

This study describes the accuracy of a 12 month self reported injury history in a group of community level Australian football participants.

METHODS
During the 1999 Victorian Amateur Football Association season, 350 football players participated in a prospective injury surveillance study. This study collected information about all football related injuries resulting in missed participation time and/or treatment from a health professional on a standardised data collection form. The club physiotherapist was responsible for injury data collection, and training and match exposure were collected by the coaching staff. The results of this study and the methodology used are published elsewhere.16 All injuries resulting in missed participation time and/or treatment from a health professional were recorded by the surveillance system prospectively.

In 2000, a prospective cohort study of risk factors for lower limb injuries was undertaken. Eighty five players in this risk factor study were also participants of the 1999 injury surveillance study.

Players participating in the 2000 study were required to recall any injuries they sustained during the previous football season—that is, during 1999—that resulted in them missing two or more training sessions and/or one or more games, and/or requiring treatment from a health professional. The number of injuries sustained, body region injured, and the diagnosis of the injuries were requested. The questionnaire was completed just before the start of the competitive season during a club training session in the presence of a data collector. The questionnaire was based on one used previously in a case-control study of risk factors for injury in Australian football17 and was pilot tested before implementation.

To assess the accuracy of the 12 month self reported injury history, these recall data were compared with the prospectively collected injury surveillance data from the previous season in players that participated in both studies. The comparison was made on only those injuries that met the criterion of the 2000 survey, as the injury surveillance definition was slightly broader during the 1999 surveillance because of the inclusion of all injuries resulting in missed playing time rather than those resulting in two or more missed training sessions and/or one or more missed games.

The accuracy of the players’ recall of the number of injuries, injured body regions, and injury diagnosis was determined by comparing the self reported injury history with the injury surveillance records from the previous season. The level of agreement between the two was calculated as the proportion of instances in which the two records agreed. Where possible, $\kappa$ tests were performed to establish the degree of agreement between retrospective and prospective data.18 The 95% confidence interval (CI) was calculated for $\kappa$. $\chi^2$ analysis was used to test for an association between the retrospective recall accuracy of players and the number of injuries recorded prospectively.

RESULTS
Of the 85 players eligible for the comparison, only 70 (82%) completed a baseline risk factor questionnaire and are therefore included in these analyses.

Perfect agreement ($\kappa = 1.00$, 95% CI 1.00 to 1.00) was shown between retrospective and prospective records when players were asked whether or not an injury had been sustained during the previous season—that is, yes or no. Fifteen players were not injured in the previous season according to prospective records, and all confirmed this in the retrospective survey.

Figure 1 illustrates the proportion of players who were able to accurately recall the various aspects of their injury history.

Fifty five players (79%) accurately recalled the number of injuries sustained during the previous football season, showing good agreement between retrospective and prospective records ($\kappa = 0.71$, 95% CI 0.57 to 0.84). The same number accurately reported the injured body regions. Only 61% of players could accurately recall the injury diagnosis, the number of injuries sustained, and the body regions injured simultaneously.

Fifteen players (21%) could not accurately recall the number of injuries they sustained, let alone the details of these injuries. Of these, four overreported and 11 underreported the number of injuries sustained in the previous year. The number of injuries overreported was four, and the number of injuries underreported was 14. There was a significant association between the accuracy of retrospective recall and the number of injuries recorded prospectively ($\chi^2 = 14.0$, $p<0.001$), with a higher than expected proportion of players who sustained more than one injury.
Accuracy of self reported injury history

During the 1999 season incorrectly recalling their injury history.

DISCUSSION
The baseline risk factor questionnaire asked players to recall the number, and provide details of, any injury that was serious enough to require treatment and miss considerable amounts of playing time. Despite these wide criteria, the results of this validity study indicate that the 12 month recall of injury details at the community level of football is not entirely accurate.

Players who were not injured had no difficulty in accurately remembering this. However, previously injured players predominantly had difficulty recalling the injury diagnosis, with only 61% able to record all of their injuries in detail. A higher proportion of players were able to recall the number of injuries sustained and the body regions of the injuries.

Overall, players were able to correctly indicate their injury status (injured/uninjured) in the previous 12 months, but as the detail required and the number of injuries necessary to recall increased, the accuracy of their recall declined. Therefore, when using a self reported injury history to assess the relation between past injury and subsequent injury risk, or to establish the pattern of injuries sustained, the implications of this validity study should be considered. Reliance on self reported retrospective injury data for establishing injury patterns is likely to be inaccurate because of the inability of players to describe the number, body region injured, and diagnosis of injuries sustained. A tendency towards underreporting of injuries was also found in this validity study. Hence, self reported retrospective injury data are unlikely to provide a detailed enough description of injury patterns to inform further injury prevention research, although past injury status is reported without error over 12 months.

Comparing the past history of a specific injury with a subsequent injury must be undertaken with caution because of the less accurate recall of injury diagnosis detail and the difficulty in assessing the players’ knowledge of their injury diagnoses. Comparison of provisional injury diagnoses from the prospective surveillance study with self reported injury diagnoses was made in this study. Although the provisional diagnoses were made by qualified health professionals, it is possible that these changed with subsequent investigations or clinical assessment. Therefore, whether the discrepancy seen between retrospective recollection and prospective injury records is due to a change in the diagnoses over time or incomplete recall is difficult to assess and must be acknowledged as a limitation of this study. However, the overall findings of this study show that if the injury status (injured or not injured) is just being related to the outcome measure, the findings are likely to be very accurate, but requesting more detail than this will result in a reduction in the validity of the information provided.

The findings of this validity study are consistent with those from previous populations of sporting participants and work related injuries. Community level football players were no more accurate at recalling their recent injury history than other populations despite being asked to recall only injuries meeting very specific criteria.

CONCLUSION
Overall, the findings of this small validity study suggest that community level football players more reliably recall the body region and number of injuries sustained than specific diagnoses of their injuries. Only 61% of players were completely accurate when recalling their 12 month injury history. However, a 100% recall was shown for the past injury status—that is, yes or no. Any injury research relying on self reported injury history data to establish the relation between injury history and injury risk should consider the implications of this validity study.

Take home message
Self reported injury history data for sports injury research cannot be relied upon with confidence. If the injury status (injured or not injured) is just being related to the outcome measure, the findings are likely to be accurate. However, requesting more detail than this—for example, number of injuries, body region injured, diagnosis—will result in a reduction in the validity of the information provided.
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Physiology of accidental hypothermia in the mountains: a forgotten story

P N Ainslie, T Reilly

Hypothermia is a serious condition, often with fatal consequences. The physiology and mechanisms of hypothermia in mountainous areas are discussed. It is as important to facilitate heat loss, especially during periods of high exertion, as it is to maintain heat production and preserve insulation. This can be partly achieved by clothing adjustments.

Hypothermia has long been recognised as a most serious condition, often with fatal consequences for hill walkers, fell runners, and high altitude mountain climbers. The physiology and mechanisms of hypothermia have been well documented during cold water immersion. However, research into hypothermia occurring in the mountainous environment has, at best, been limited. This is somewhat surprising when one considers the popularity of such mountainous pursuits. An intriguing scientific consideration therefore is entwined with the physiological considerations, and predisposing factors, of hypothermia occurring in the mountainous environment.

EXERCISE INTENSITY AND FITNESS

While walking in the mountains, participants normally operate at 30–55% of their maximal oxygen uptake, depending on the terrain. When exerting at these levels, the body’s heat production is generally sufficient to offset heat loss. Exercise intensities (and associated energy expenditures) of this order are sufficient to prevent a fall in core temperature in wet cold conditions with mean skin temperatures as low as 20°C (normal mean skin temperatures are about 33°C). However, groups of people walking and climbing are not always well matched physically, and, when conditions are such that mean skin temperature falls to 25°C, there is a strong inclination to walk faster, thereby raising core temperature to a value that makes the low skin temperatures as low as 20°C (normal mean skin temperatures are about 33°C). However, groups of people walking and climbing are not always well matched physically, and, when conditions are such that mean skin temperature falls to 25°C, there is a strong inclination to walk faster, thereby raising core temperature to a value that makes the low skin temperature tolerable. In this way, less fit persons may pursue this activity in groups, the less fit walkers may be best off-set for hypothermia is to maintain heat production by means of exercise, and so fatigue becomes a critical predisposing factor.

PROBLEM OF FATIGUE

Once the walker, runner, or mountain climber fatigues and starts to slow or stops walking altogether, the rate of heat production falls dramatically. This alone predisposes to the development of hypothermia. These processes, in adverse weather conditions, will be accelerated. Likewise, if activity is pursued in conditions of hypobaric hypoxia—that is, at altitude—by virtue of a reduced inspiratory partial pressure of oxygen and hence oxygen consumption, the ability to produce heat will be decreased, further increasing the likelihood of hypothermia. The critical point for this heat loss to occur is at cessation of activity when participants take a rest or stop for fluid/food intake, during exercise when the level of exertion is low (with low heat production)—for example, when walking downhill—or during periods of navigation/group control. During these critical points, especially when participants have become wet because of adverse weather and/or high levels of exertion, heat loss will be unavoidable. Once the walker or runner becomes too tired to continue exercising in cold, wet, and windy conditions either because he or she is already developing hypothermia or because of the onset of exhaustion, the development of hypothermia will only be prevented if most of the following steps are undertaken. The hypothermic subject is taken rapidly to buildings or geographical features that provide shelter from the wind and rain and there is an external source of heating, a source of food, and an opportunity to change into clothes that are dry and water repellent. More clothing is required because the change from running or walking to the resting state has a considerable effect on the rate of heat production and thus the amount of clothing
needed to maintain body temperature even at relatively mild effective temperatures. For example, clothing with at least four times as much insulation is required to maintain body temperature at rest at an effective air temperature of 0°C as when running at 16 km/h at the same temperature.7 For this reason it is essential that extra clothing including water repellent outer clothing, both jacket and overtrousers, is always taken when exercising in cold and potentially wet and windy conditions. Although in the past, both poor clothing and equipment may have been factors in the increased physiological strain and likelihood of injury,4 this lack of adequate equipment cannot be considered the case today. Indeed, recent analysis of the Scottish Mountain Rescue Services indicates a decline in the number of deaths compared with previous years.9 This favourable change may reflect many developments including improvements in clothing worn by casualties, their overall skill/ awareness level, and improvements in rescue provision, particularly faster response times by the rescue teams as a result of mobile phone use.10 Despite the substantial work carried out in fabric technology, enabling greater regulation of both temperature and water vapour management in adverse weather, a continued problem is that clothing able to provide 4 CLO units of insulation may weigh as much as 10–15 kg, making it unfeasible for general participants to carry.

BEHAVIOURAL MEASURES

During typical cold conditions, behavioural adjustments can be far more effective for maintaining thermal balance than physiological reflexes. These include all voluntary actions to increase thermal comfort. In cold climates, extra clothing is worn, exercise is undertaken, and, where possible, shelter and warmth are sought, as well as a source of food. These behavioural measures give the greatest independence from the environment and permit survival in even the most demanding of climates. However, during increased walking intensity, the clothing worn increases the evaporation required for the maintenance of thermal balance. This increase creates a difficult balance for walkers. On the one hand, they require increased insulation from clothing for protection from the environmental weather conditions. On the other hand, they need to keep the insulation relatively low to aid evaporative heat loss. The failure to achieve this balance results in increased heat strain leading to an increased likelihood of dehydration.11 From a thermoregulatory point of view, this balance will always be difficult to achieve for the walker, especially when high insulation levels are required. Furthermore, when high insulation levels are required, a situation will arise in which the clothing will restrict airflow to the skin. This restriction will promote the increased saturation of water vapour from air close to the skin. Because effective evaporation is prevented if the vapour pressure gradient between the skin and the environment is low,12 as in the case when high insulation is required, the ability of the body to evaporate water from its skin surface may become severely compromised. The significance of this decreased ability to evaporate sweat creates a paradoxical situation whereby the participant may initially, in adverse weather conditions, be at risk from increased heat strain. Therefore, in an attempt to maintain thermal balance, it is as necessary to facilitate heat loss, especially during periods of high exertion, as it is to maintain heat production and preserve insulation. By means of clothing adjustments, the anatomical areas of high heat exchange (head/face, axilla, sides of chest, groin) should be ventilated as much as possible during activity and insulated during inactivity.

MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Therefore, during activity in the mountains, improper management of energy expenditure and clothing leads to sweating and fatigue. Dehydration may be a consequence of this increased rate of sweating, and, in addition to low fluid intakes, may increase this thermal stress. This likelihood of dehydration may lead to decreased thermoregulatory, circulatory, and cognitive functioning.11 In a recent study of strenuous hill walking, older age walkers were particularly prone to dehydration and decreased physical and mental performance compared with younger counterparts.13 Competitiveness may keep the walker from admitting to his or her condition, and he or she may reach a rather severe state of exhaustion and yetness before calling for a rest stop.4 At this point the individual’s peripheral circulation will be dilated, so on sitting down for a rest, heat loss occurs rapidly.2 Sweating may cease, but the wet clothing continues to dry, chilling the vasodilated vessels of the skin and adding to the increase in heat loss.

Paradoxically, it would appear that the prevention of overheating is likely to be a major factor in the prevention of hypothermia. Therefore prevention of overheating, and hence hypothermia, requires proper management of energy expenditure, clothing, fluid intake, and evaporation.

In summary, while such hypothermic events provide an intriguing scientific consideration for the environmental physiologist, such knowledge should be made applicable to both participants and the rescue services.

Take home message

To maintain thermal balance it is as necessary to facilitate heat loss, especially during periods of high exertion, as it is to maintain heat production and preserve insulation. By means of clothing adjustments, the anatomical areas of high heat exchange (head/face, axilla, sides of chest, groin) should be ventilated as much as possible during activity and insulated during inactivity.
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Objectives: To investigate the reliability of heart rate variability (HRV) measures at rest and during light exercise in children.

Methods: Short term (five minute) HRV was assessed in 12 children (11–12 years of age). HRV measures were collected at rest with the children supine, breathing at 12 breaths/min, and during exercise on a cycle ergometer while exercising at 25% of peak oxygen uptake. Both resting and exercise data were collected twice from each child.

Results: Intraclass correlation coefficients were low to moderate for most measures with wide confidence intervals for each variable in both resting and exercise conditions. Random variation (typical error) within repeated measurements ranged from 31% to 187%.

Conclusions: These preliminary findings suggest that HRV measures are unreliable at rest and during light exercise in children aged 11–12 years. Tighter control of extraneous influences is recommended.

Variations in heart rate period arise through the balance of sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous modulation of heart rate. Through differences in the physiological response of the myocardium to the neurotransmitters acetylcholine and noradrenaline (norepinephrine), a greater variation in heart rate period arises when the parasympathetic nervous system predominates than with predominant sympathetic modulation. Analysis of this natural variation in heart rate period (heart rate variability (HRV)) is considered a valuable tool in providing a non-invasive way to sympathovagal regulation of heart rate.

Time and frequency domain statistical procedures are used to analyse HRV data, with the following measures being calculated from short-term, less than five minute, heart rate recordings: in the time domain, square root of the mean squared difference between adjacent R–R intervals (RMSSD), proportion of pairs of adjacent intervals differing by more than 50 ms (pNN50), and standard deviation of all the R–R intervals (SDNN); in the frequency domain, low frequency power (LF), high frequency power (HF), and total power (TP).

In adults, the HRV response to exercise has been previously documented. In addition, the relation of HRV to peak oxygen uptake (peak \( V_{\text{O2}} \)) and physical activity levels and the effects of exercise training on HRV are widely understood, yet their use with children has largely focused on the neonate, and data on the reliability of HRV are restricted to adult subjects.

In healthy adult subjects, there exists a wide interindividual variation in HRV measures at rest. Between subject variance is reported to be in the range 12–15% for mean R–R interval, 41–155% for LF, and 70–163% for HF, although the cause(s) of such a wide variation is unclear.

Within individual resting HRV measures in adults are considered reliable: RMSSD (\( r = 0.20–0.98 \)), pNN50 (\( r = 0.43–0.97 \)), HF (\( r = 0.48–0.96 \)), LF (\( r = 0.60–0.97 \)), and TP (\( r = 0.52–0.97 \)).

Although group mean reliability data may indicate no significant difference between HRV measures, on an individual basis significant day to day variation exists for each person: mean (SD) variation of 23 to 14% for pNN50 and 10.7 (6.8) for SDNN. There appear to be no published data on the reliability of short term resting HRV measures in healthy children.

HRV measures during exercise have been investigated previously in adults. Data are sparse, but indicate that exercise HRV measurements are reliable. Tulppo et al. reported the limits of agreement between repeated measures during cycling at intensities of 50 and 75 W. The range of differences for LF expressed as a coefficient of variation was 4.4%. The reliability of HRV measures in children during exercise is not known and must be established to evaluate the use of this technique with young people.

The purpose of this study was therefore to assess the reliability of HRV measures in children during rest and light exercise.

METHODS

Twelve children (seven girls, five boys) volunteered for the study. Written informed consent was obtained from the participants and their legal guardians. The institutional ethics committee granted approval for the study. All children were healthy, and none were taking any prescription medications. Participants were fully habituated to equipment, protocols, and experimenters. Stature was measured using a Holtain stadiometer (Holtain, Crymych, Dyfed, UK), and body mass
using Avery beam balance scales (Avery, Birmingham, UK). The children were asked to abstain from consuming caffeinated beverages and excessive physical activity in the 24 hours preceding data collection. HRV measures were collected at the same time of day.

Resting HRV data were collected on two separate days using a Polar Vantage telemetry system (Polar, Kempele, Finland), with the children in a supine position in a designated quiet room for 10 minutes. Breathing was paced at 12 breaths/min by means of a computer generated image that increased and decreased in size in rhythm with the required breathing rate, supplemented by an audible “beep” signal.

Determination of peak \( \dot{V}_O_2 \) was performed on a different day from the collection of the resting HRV data, using an electronically braked cycle ergometer (Lode Excalibur Sport, Groningen, the Netherlands). During exercise, gas exchange variables were measured and displayed on line using a calibrated EX670 mass spectrometer (Morgan Medical Ltd, Kent, UK). Peak \( \dot{V}_O_2 \) was determined using a ramp test, using increments of 10 W/min, to voluntary exhaustion. Participants pedalled at a cadence of 70 (5) rpm, being actively encouraged throughout. Peak \( \dot{V}_O_2 \) was taken as the highest recorded 10 second stationary average value during the maximal exercise test.

On separate, subsequent visits, participants completed two constant work rate exercise tests. All participants completed a six minute bout of light exercise of unloaded cycling, which represented an intensity of about 25% peak \( \dot{V}_O_2 \). A pedal cadence of 70 (5) rpm was maintained throughout the test. Each test was completed on separate days, but at the same time of day.

HRV data were firstly cleaned using the Polar Precision Performance software set at moderate filtering level. The cleaned data were then analysed with HRV Analysis Software (Biomedical Signal Analysis Group, University of Kuopio, Finland). A continuous five minute HR recording period was selected from the resting HR data and the exercise steady state HR data. The following time domain statistics were generated: RMSSD, NN50, and pNN50. Frequency domain analysis used an autoregressive statistical method. Optimal autoregressive model order was calculated using the forward-backward linear least squares method,15 which indicated a fixed model order of 16. To remove the influence of a large low frequency baseline trend component, detrending of the data was performed using a smoothness priors based method.16 Frequency domain statistics are presented in both low frequency baseline trend component, detrending of the state HR data. The following time domain statistics were calculated for all HRV variables. Typical error was also calculated.22 Statistical significance was set at \( p < 0.05 \).

**RESULTS**

Data were collected from 12 children, mean (SD) age 12.8 (0.3) years, mean (SD) body mass 46.6 (10.1) kg, and mean (SD) stature 1.56 (0.06) m. Group mean peak oxygen uptake was 41 (6) ml/kg/min. Constant load exercise was performed at an intensity of 25 (4)% peak \( \dot{V}_O_2 \).

At rest and during light exercise there were no significant differences between the group mean values between trial 1 and 2 for any time domain or frequency domain HRV variable (table 1). None of the ICCs for resting measures were significant (\( p > 0.05 \); table 2), however, during light exercise ICCs for RMSSD, NN50, pNN50, and HF were all significant (\( p < 0.05 \)). Calculation of typical error indicated a random variation in the results of 31–187% (table 3).

**DISCUSSION**

HRV analysis is a novel research tool in exercise and sports medicine,23 yet before this work can be extended to children it is imperative to establish the reliability of such measures within that population. Determination of reliability is a composite measure that provides information on the stability, accuracy, and size of measurement error of a dependent variable. By minimising measurement error and controlling for influencing factors, the stability and accuracy of the dependent variable can be better determined. The benefits of ensuring reliability are that the resultant data can be interpreted in a meaningful way, the measurement tool procedure can be replicated with confidence by others, and the experimental conditions used have suitably attenuated the effects of any confounding variables.24

Although there were no significant differences between the group means between trial 1 and 2 for any HRV variable, the standard deviations of these mean scores were large. The ICCs were lower than those reported for adults.5 0 1 1 In addition, most of the ICCs were non-significant or had associated wide 95% confidence intervals (table 2). Hopkins.'
argues that calculating typical error gives a more informative reliability statistic than simply calculating differences and ICCs. Typical error represents how much of the change in scores is due to random variation—that this random variation may arise through both day to day variation (biological variation) and through measurement error. The typical error statistic for every HRV variable indicated the presence of a sizeable random variation (31–187%) (table 3), and it is this randomness of the resultant HRV data that may help to explain the large standard deviations, low ICCs, and wide 95% confidence intervals observed with these data.

Although attempting to control for the potentially confounding effects of drugs, previous activity, and caffeinated beverages on HRV in these children, differences in preparations before measurement may have occurred, leading to the significant day to day variations seen. For example, it is well documented that children are poor at recalling previous physical activity, and their perception of exercise intensity is more inconsistent than that of adults. Consequently, it is difficult to guarantee that all the children avoided excessive exercise on the days before data collection. In addition, although breathing rate was held constant during resting HRV measures, tidal volume, which also influences HRV in children, was not. These factors, combined with the small sample size, may have colluded to produce the wide variation seen.

These data suggest that the reliability of HRV measures in children is unconvincing, therefore researchers and clinicians should be cautious in using and interpreting them. Whether such reliability could be improved with tighter control of potentially confounding variables warrants further investigation.
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